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How you define Stephen Duneier depends
on how you came to
know him.

Some define him as
an expert institutional
investor, while others
know him as a large
scale installation artist, avid outdoorsman,
professor,
decision
strategist, coach, business leader, mindfulness extremist, author,
speaker, daredevil or
Guinness world record holder.
In his talk, Stephen
explains that what truly defines him aren’t
titles, but an approach
to decision making
that transformed him
from someone who
struggled with simple
tasks to a guy who is
continuously achieving even his most ambitious dreams.
For thirty years, he
has applied cognitive
science to investing,
business and life.
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returns for managers
who have adopted his
methods, the development of a $1.25
billion dollar hedge
fund and a rapidly
shrinking bucket list.
Mr. Duneier teaches
graduate courses on
Decision Analysis in
UCSB’s College of
Engineering.

His book, AlphaBrain
is due for release
in early 2017 from
Wiley
&
Sons.
Through Bija Advisors, he helps business leaders improve
performance by applying proven, proprietary decision-making
methods to their own
processes.
His artwork has been
featured around the
world and is represented by the Sullivan
Goss Gallery.

As Commissioner of
the League of Professional Educators,
Duneier is using cognitive science to alThe result has been ter the landscape of
the turnaround of nu- American Education.
merous institutional
businesses, career best

He is the former
Head of Currency
Option
Trading at Bank
of America and
Emerging Markets at AIG
International.
This talk was
given at a TEDx

event using the
TED
conference format but
independently
organized
by
a local community. Learn
more at http://
ted.com/tedx
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Environmental
Statement
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Cath Executive Director

Neil and Evelyne Clark
Founding Members
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Senior Advisors

This is an online Humanitarian Based, Environmentaly Friendly
Newspaper helping to minimise the impact on the environment. If
you have any questions, enquiries or wish to advertise in our paper
please phone or email our Sydney Office (02) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 or info@thegoodnewsnp.com.au
cath@thegoodnewsnp.com.au

We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
People’s Lives Better.
Good
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My Gosh! Did you see
that there is now a
way of ending
Unemployment,
Poverty and
Financial Hardship on
Earth? Check it out
in The Good News
Newspaper in
Australia
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Merry Christmas To All Our Readers.
May You All Have
The Most
Wonderful Christmas And A Very Safe
And Prosperous
New Year In
2019 From
Cath & Derek
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Ten Hot Tips On How To Decorate
The Best Christmas Tree This
Side Of The Yarra
River
By Cath White

Decorating a Christmas tree has to be done
in stages to ensure the
best results, however,
even before you get
to the hanging of the
baubles and decorations on the Christmas tree there is some
thought that needs to
go into this Christmas
tree first.
a) What colour predominately are you
planning for you
Christmas tree and
decorations?
b) Are you having a
real tree or a ‘readymade’ artificial tree?
c) What colour is the
tree that you are thinking about?
The trees themselves,
before any lights or
decorations
require
careful planning.
Each year I have
carefully stacked the
Christmas trees away
in containers with instructions on where
that tree goes and any
other instructions that
are needed for the next
year.
This year we have
gone for three separate Christmas trees in

three different rooms while to do, but beand each one with its lieve me, is well worth
own colour theme.
the effort.
The Christmas tree is Get any children and/
the symbol of life, re- or grandchildren acbirth and stamina.
tive in this activity as
it can become a really
And at Christmas it is prominent part of your
the Christmas tree that Christmas family tracan bring families to- ditions.
gether. It is a lovely
tradition to include the After you have your
whole family with the tree up and all the
Christmas tree deco- branches are fanned
rating. So be sure the out, the next action is
tree is ready and the to put the Christmas
colour themes have lights around the tree.
been agreed upon.
For a medium sized
tree, about three hunHave one person in dred Christmas buds
your family get the are sufficient.
music carols ready If you have a really
for the Christmas tree tall tree, then buy a
decorating, as it is re- container with many
ally lovely listening to more light buds, and
Christmas carols while for smaller trees, use
decorating your tree.
a smaller number of
lights.
Even before you put
lights or decorations Some Christmas lights
on the tree, once the are white, some are
tree is placed in the multi-coloured, some
room of your choice, are blue and so on…
if it is a ‘readymade’ these are things to
tree, (artificial) every check when buying
branch needs to be in- lights and also some
dividually checked to lights are purely for
ensure that the branch- outside use, some are
es are spanned out and for the inside and some
fluffed out correctly. are for both, and some
This can take a little lights are solar.

If you are using the
solar lights outside
ensure you charge the
solar cells through the
day and sometimes
at night, you need to

reverse the solar cell and error stuff though!
pack so that it is facing downwards, other- Article continued on
wise the lights don’t page...11
always come on at
night. This is all trial
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Transformational Leadership Theory
- The 4 Key Components In Leading
Change & Managing Change
By Stephen Warrilow

Tr a n s f o r m a t i o n a l
leadership theory is
all about leadership
that creates positive
change in the followers whereby they take
care of each other’s
interests and act in the
interests of the group
as a whole. James
MacGregor Burns first
brought the concept
of
transformational
leadership to prominence in his extensive
research into leadership.
“Essentially the leader’s task is consciousness-raising on a wide
plane. The leader’s
fundamental act is to
induce people to be
aware or conscious
of what they feel - to
feel their true needs
so strongly, to define
their values so meaningfully, that they can
be moved to purposeful action.”
In

this

style, the leader enhances the
motivation, moral and
performance of his
follower
group.
So
according
to
MacGregor - transformational leadership is
all about values and
meaning, and a purpose that transcends
short-term goals and
focuses on higher order needs.
At times of organisational change, and
big step change, people do feel insecure,
anxious and low in
energy - so in these
situations and especially in these difficult times, enthusiasm
and energy are infectious and inspiring.

And yet so many organisational changes
fail because leaders
pay attention to the
changes they are facing instead of the
leadership transitions
people

must make to accom- This is often seen in
modate them.
military commanders
and wartime political
In my view it is the leaders.
responsibility of the
director leading the An example of this
change to supply an would be the way in
infusion of positive which Lady Thatcher
energy.
- as Prime Minister of
the UK Government
The transformational during the Falklands
approach also de- War in 1982 - was
pends on winning the able to engender an
trust of people - which enhanced feeling of
is made possible by British national identhe unconscious as- tity amongst the UK
sumption that they population.
too will be changed or
transformed in some Sounds like this leadway by following the ership style is ideleader.
ally suited to change
management, doesn’t
The transformational it? However - this apapproach also depends proach requires absoon winning the trust lute integrity and perof people - which is sonal behaviour that
made possible by the is consistent and resounconscious assump- nant with your vision
tion that they too will and message.
be changed or transformed in some way I can recall a ridicuby following the lead- lous situation, at one
er.
UK company I was
involved with, where

the directors were
attempting to effect a culture change
of greater inter-departmental trust and
communication yet
still retained a separate directors dining
room and specially
allocated car parking
places closest to the
office front door!
OK here’s the important bit - how NOT to
apply transformational leadership theory
to change management

ing
structures and
systems.
- Concentrate on getting the job done.

- Focus processes and
- Be
preoccupied activities that guaranwith power, position, tee short-term profits.
politics and perks.
Article continued on
- Stay focused on the page..10
short-term.
- Be hard data oriented.
- Focus on tactical issues.
- Work within exist-
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To Access Bella Dental Care Website Please Click On The Picture

Bella Dental Care is located on Level One of
the Atlas Building in
Norwest’s commercial
area.
Mission Statement
Working as a team in
a family environment
we welcome people to
experience the highest
quality of dental care
under the strictest hygiene conditions. With
care and integrity we
aim to improve the oral
heath and well being of
the community in which
we live.
What You Can Expect
A clean and professional environment, with
the best dental profes-

sionals, and friendly ity and there are highly
skilled dental assistants
staff members.
maintaining the steriliBella Dental Care will sation of instruments.
try and go above and
beyond to make our We provide...
patients comfortable and General Dentistry
happy. There are many
Check
up,
different
dentists all Dental
with their own individ- Digital x-rays, Clean,
ual specialities that are Scale, Root Planing
able to assist in all fac- (deep clean), Fluoride,
Fissure Sealants, White
tors that you need.
Fillings, Mouthguards,
Dental Technology and Removable Appliances
(Dentures),
Root
Equipment
Canal Treatment and
Bella Dental Care has Extractions.
the latest equipment in
dental x-ray technology. Cosmetic Dentistry
Whitening, Composite
We use digital x-rays Resin and Porcelain
and
that emit minimal ra- Veneers
diation. Our sterilisa- Restorations, Crowns,
tion area and equipment Bridges, Inlays and
are of the highest qual- Onlays.

O r t h o d o n t i c
Treatments
Orthodontic
Plates,
Braces and Invisalign.
Childrens Dentistry
Mouthguards, Fissure
Sealants, Fillings and
Preventive Treatment.
Surgical Dentistry
Implants,
Surgical
Extractions and Wisdom
Tooth Extractions.
Nitrious Oxide
Also known as happy
gas.
Available
for
particularly
anxious
patients.
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Container Gardening Vegetables
- Benefits Of Using Containers
In Your Gardening
By Rachel Burden

Due to smaller back
yards, more time being spent at work and
other things, more
folk are turning there
hand to a new idea in
plant gardening.
There’s a new interest
in container gardening vegetables, and it
is spreading in appreciation all around the
globe.
Another great benefit from container
growing vegetables is
that in several cases,
your vegetables can
be grown all year. By
growing in containers
or pots, you straight
away add a mobility side to gardening,
where the containers
can be housed in a
conservatory, a back
porch, on a deck, windowsill or kitchen
table. There’s actually no
restriction
to where they can be
grown!

There are also no real
limitations to successful container gardening vegetables.

Relying on the depth
and width of the containers, pretty much
anything you would
expect to grow out of
By growing in this doors, could in truth
way, you may move be grown in acceptyour pots of vegeta- able containers.
bles around to follow
the sun, or move them Remember though the
away from wind, rain, heavier the container
tempests, birds, and so becomes, the less mobile it becomes. On
on.
the other hand, this is
Sure you would not going to be decided
need to plant your by screwing a wheel
garden in this fashion to each corner of bigif you were growing ger containers, and
to maintain a family wheeling it in and
of four annually, but about the house, or
if there are one or 2 garden area.
in the house, this may
be a way of having Now that container
fresh vegetables all gardening vegetables
is reasonably widethe year round.

spread and interest in
this technique of gardening is growing,
some seed companies
are even developing
special sorts of seeds
in particular for container growing. If your
local supply chain
isn’t stocking these
varieties, the standard
dwarf varieties are
typically absolutely
fine.
Ask around though
and check online,
though in some nations, the importation
of seeds is illegal so
take care you check
the guidelines before
purchasing seeds from
overseas.
The best success with
container gardening
vegetables will come
by planting vegetables with little shal-

low root systems.
Some suited to this
kind of environment
would include lettuce,
carrots, peas, tomatoes, beans, radishes,
peppers and green onions. There are lots of
others, and again, your
local plant provider
should be in a position to counsel the
best varieties for you.

natural environment.
It requires less work
and less time, and
can produce the same
glorious results as you
would expect from the
choice.

Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Rachel_Burden/425021

Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
Rachel Burden is a com/2948164
vegetable garden expert. Discover The
ULTIMATE
Guide
For Vegetable Gardening And Learn The
Secrets How To Plan
And Plant Your Own
Organic Garden Indoors Or Outdoors In
Few Easy Steps!

So if you’re needing to grow your own
vegetables, and have
not got the time, land
or wish to have a tendency to an enormous
out of doors garden, Learn more informathis is going to be the tion about Container
way to go for you.
Gardening Vegetables
[http://www.howtoThis kind of planting plantvegetablegarden.
removes the require- com/container-garment for planning dening-vegetables],
your out of doors gar- visit
[http://www.
den to think about the howtoplantvegetabledaylight, wind, and garden.com/].
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The Secrets Of The Millionaire Mind
By T. Harv Eker. Wealth File #2

Rich People Play The Game Of
Money To Win.

Poor People Play The Game
Of Money Not To Lose.
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Transformational Leadership Theory
- The 4 Key Components In Leading
Change & Managing Change
By Stephen Warrilow

Article
continued meaning for the cur- you ARE employing
from page 3.
rent tasks in hand.
successful strategies
for managing change
Doesn’t all this just (3) Intellectual stimu- - that are appropriate
sound like a descrip- lation - the degree to to your organisation tion of a typical good which the leader chal- you need to know how
project manager with lenges assumptions, to apply:
a task driven mental- stimulates and encourity?
ages creativity in the (a) these transforfollowers - by provid- mational leadership
And hey, I have noth- ing a framework for skills, AND
ing against this style followers to see how
of leadership and they connect [to the (b) how to apply
management. There leader, the organisa- the supporting prois a time and place tion, each other, and gramme management
for the Attila the Hun the goal] they can cre- based processes - to
school of leadership. atively overcome any ensure that you avoid
I have done it many obstacles in the way of the catastrophic 70%
times myself and very the mission.
failure rate of ALL
effectively - and with
business change inino regrets.
(4) Personal and indi- tiatives.
vidual attention - the
But, this leadership degree to which the For more on this:
style is not enough in leader attends to each “Transformational
a change management individual follower’s leadership theory”
situation and particu- needs and acts as a
larly in the current cli- mentor or coach and I invite you to take admate.
gives respect to and vantage of this FREE
appreciation of the download: “Starting
The four components individual’s contribu- The Change Process”
of the transforma- tion to the team.
tional
leadership
Find out the 3 main
style are:
This fulfills and en- reasons for the 70%
hances each individ- failure rate of all step
(1) Charisma or ide- ual team members’ change initiatives and
alised influence - the need for self-fulfill- how to avoid it. This
degree to which the ment, and self-worth FREE 29 page doculeader behaves in ad- - and in so doing in- ment offers a brief
mirable ways and dis- spires followers to introduction to some
plays convictions and further achievement of the key themes
takes stands that cause and growth.
and key points that
followers to identify
you need to consider
with the leader who T r a n s f o r m a t i o n a l in starting the change
has a clear set of val- leadership applied in process.
ues and acts as a role a change management
model for the follow- context, is ideally suit- Stephen
Warrilow,
ers.
ed to the holistic and based
in
Bristol,
wide view perspective works with companies
(2) Inspirational moti- of a programme based across the UK providvation - the degree to approach to change ing specialist support
which the leader ar- management and as to directors delivery
ticulates a vision that such is key element of significant change iniappeals to and inspires successful strategies tiatives. Stephen has
the followers with for managing change. 25 years cross sector
optimism about fuexperience with 100+
ture goals, and offers And, to ensure that companies in mid

range corporate, larger
SME and corporate
environments.
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Stephen_
Warrilow/361805
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
com/2755277

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Ten Hot Tips On How To Decorate
The Best Christmas Tree This Side
Of The Yarra
River
By Cath White

If you wish a winter
effect, the white, blue
or purple lights are
best.
For a summer effect
red, multi-coloured or
gold lights are best.
For the winter effect,
some people choose
a white tree. It is all
a matter of personal
taste.

Let’s get back to the
inside Christmas tree
lights:
Start from the top
of the tree and wrap
the Christmas lights
around the tree layer
by layer of branches.
As you have carefully already fanned
out the branches of
the tree, the lights are
then quite easy to go
around the tree. You
want the lights sitting
fairly close to the outer edges of the tree so
they can be seen clearly.
When you have finished make sure you
are near a power outlet
and turn on the lights
and see how they look.
If there are any gaps in
the lights as there are
no other decorations,
you can easily fix the
lights so that they are
wrapping around the
tree harmoniously.

keeps the tree alive
and active, however, it
all comes down to personal choices.
The next stage is to
choose the beading or
tinsel that you wish. I
personally don’t use
tinsel on the tree itself, rather, I place the
tinsel under the tree at
the base to hide any
wooden stands and the
tinsel seems to give the
tree a lift, even when it
is down on the floor.

If you are choosing to place beading
throughout the tree,
then place it around
the tree with an elegant pattern, or you
may have the tinsel
that also wraps around
the tree, and once
again be thoughtful as
to the colour of the tinsel compared with the
lights and decorations
and theme for the tree.
Start at the top and
work your way down.

The next stage is the
most prized stage for
me. I love hanging the
decorations.
Keep the
prettiest
ones in view, where
people will be looking
at them as they come to
see the Christmas tree.
I have no sequence for
this other than put ornaments on almost all
of the branches and the
Also some lights are plainer baubles can go
on one setting of a at the back of the tree.
fixed light. Others
have several settings, Sometimes
straight
where they go through after Christmas, a few
an elaborate sequence of the places that sell
of actions, which I Christmas ornaments
personally love as it discount those deco-

rations by half price
and sometimes even
more! This is the time
to buy ornaments for
the next year.
When I am arranging
the decorations into
boxes after Christmas
has finished, I have
several boxes and
each box has differ-

ent colours of decorations. One box for the
red decorations and
baubles, one box for
the green decorations,
one box for the white/
silver decorations, another box for the gold,
another for the purple
and so on.

There are a few different boxes but it
makes it easier when
you wish to decorate
each tree by theme
colours.
This is where you
can have two or three
different trees in the
house, so one child
can have one coloured

theme tree and another can have a completely different theme
colour. That’s what
makes it fun and that’s
what makes the magic! The whole idea is
for everyone to help
out and make it fun.
Article continued pg
19
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Did You Know That We Are Now
Pumping Out Good News And Positive
Solutions To Thousands Of People In
Over 20 Countries Every Week?
Can you help us spread the word even further by
subscribing to our Newspaper for just $3.30 Per week?
If you can please click “HERE” to be taken to
our home page to subscribe. Thank you :-).

www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au
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If You Are A Struggling Or Frustrated
Business Owner Or You Just Want To
Expand You Need To Listen To This Man

https://www.
streetsmartbusinessschool... - The Inconvenient Truth About
Business Success
Click below to Grab
your copy now, just
cover P&H :
https://goo.gl/2LHLfk

streetsmartbusinesss- s u c c e s s m o t i v a t i o n
#businesssuccesstips
chool...
#BusinessSuccess
Follow us on our Social Media:
Facebook
https://
www.facebook.com/
streetsmartm...
Twitter https://twitter.
com/StreetsmartM
LinkedIn
https://
au.linkedin.com/in/
ianhmarsh

Do you want to quickly
improve the profits and
systems in your busihttps://www.
ness?
youtube.com/
Ian Marsh explains watch?v=hWJFR...
how to achieve this
and how to get a copy h t t p s : / / w w w .
of his latest book: The y o u t u b e . c o m /
Inconvenient
Truth watch?v=aNm0T...
About Business Suchttps://www.youtube.
cess!
com/channel/UCgst...

To find out more about #streetsmartbusiness
#streetsmartbusinessus visit our website
#businessh t t p s : / / w w w . briefing
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Ultimate Sharpshooter
At 78 - Age Is No Limit
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

By Jasnav Nagpal

joyed it so much it
became a passion and
I looked forward to
going to the shooting
club every week,” she
said.

A 78-year-old Indian
woman is believed to
be the world’s oldest
female professional
sharpshooter.

Women in Indian villages have traditionally been relegated to
farm and household
work, given scant regard for their position in society. Especially the province
that Chandro Tomar
hails for, Haryana, is
heavily
patriarchal
and infamous for the
suppression of its
women. This makes
Tomar’s achievement
all the more creditable.

Chandro Tomar has
entered and won over
25 national shooting
championships across
India as well as raising 6 children and 15
grandchildren.
While Tomar tended
to her daily chores on
“I wanted to do some- her farm and raised
thing useful with my her family, she praclife and show people ticed her shooting aim
my capabilities. As whenever she could,
soon as I shot my first using stones and
pistol I was hooked. throwing them at waAnd now I’ve shown ter bottles.
everyone there are no
disadvantages to my “I was surprised when
age. If you’re focused I saw a pensioner in
you can do anything,” our group but she
she said.
picked up the sport of
10m shooting with an
There’s no harm in air gun pretty quicktrying, as they say.
ly,” the club’s coach
said.
“As I was waiting
around I decided to “She was so good
have a go. The coach some of the men
spotted me and was stopped turning up
amazed at my aim altogether to avoid
with the pistol. He being humiliated by
told me to come back her, an old woman.
so I did.
She has the ultimate
Initially I was just skill, a steady hand
supporting my grand- and a sharp eye,” he
daughter in her shoot- said. “Her dedication
ing practice but I en- to the sport is amaz-

ing, and her concentration is something
youngsters can learn a
lot from”.
Now she’s a national treasure, known
throughout India for
her skill, even winning gold at the Veteran Shooting Championship
held
in
Chennai, India.
10m air pistol competitive shooting is a
game that entails very
little physical movement, so is easy for
people of all ages and
sizes to take it up as
a sport. If Chandro
Tomar can do it, then
why not you?
Shooting is most popular as a sport in the
north Indian states of
Haryana and Punjab.
New and modern
shooting ranges in
Jalandhar, Punjab offer budding shooters
an exciting opportunity to excel in the field
of competitive 10m
shooting.
National
level coaches give
training in the ranges
made with Olympic
standards, and patrons
get to prepare for the
state and national level shooting championships.
Colonelz SharpShooterz Jalandhar, Punjab
is a competition level
10m shooting range.
The range is made as
per Olympic standards, where a national
level coach prepares
members for state and
national level shoot-

Source:
ing championships in Article
the best competitive http://EzineArticles.
com/
environment.
Regular competitions
and tournaments ensure shooters at the
range are always
challenging
themselves to do better
and make a name for
themselves.

expert/Jasnav_Nagpal/13560
Article
Source: http://EzineArticles.com/8951504

Pistol Shooting and
Rifle shooting in Jalandhar has got a
new life of its own at
Colonelz SharpShooterz. You can check out
more details at http://
www.colonelzsharpshooterz.
com
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Discover The Totally Unique Government
Approved Program To Help You
Make A Passive Income.

Government

Click Here
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I Once Was Lost But Now
Am Found…T’was Blind
But Now I See…
By Kathy Koewler

The holiday season
seems to be a signal
to me that after all of
the celebrating there
is an end coming. In
most cases, it is the
end of a year which is
followed by an opportunity for a new beginning if we choose
to take it.
New Year’s resolutions can range from
being more fiscally
responsible, to personal health goals or
working to become
more mindful of the
world around us. But
each person must
make the choice to
set a goal for the new
year and then invest
the effort in reaching it. Sadly, many of
these goals fall from
our minds in just a
week or two.
This time of year always makes me think
of days gone by and
loved ones who I miss
a great deal. And it
also makes me think
about the future, both
theirs and mine. I
have lost a few very
special people close
to the holidays, and
that always pulls my
thoughts to their transition.
The folks we lost
close to the holidays
have been mercifully taken to relieve
them of their pain,
and the burden that
their earthly body
had become. I try to
look deep into my
heart and feel enough
joy for them that it

blocks out my own
selfish pain and sorrow.
During these moments I also begin to
evaluate my own beliefs and faith. I say
faith because I don’t
have another word
for it, but many would
accuse me of stealing
a word that they hold
reverent and using
it in a blasphemous
manner.
They look at me and
say that I have no
right to the term, or
any right to expect
mercy when my journey comes to an end.
I have not lived the
life of a good Chris- one else’s description
tian, nor should I ex- of a good Christian.
pect to be welcomed
as if I were one.
But somewhere along
the way, I also began
And for many years I to understand that
believed them. I even nothing in this world
worked to come to is a one size fits all
terms with my fate as equation. We are all
they described it.
unique, and we were
meant to be that way.
I had religion forced
on me as a child, teen If some higher power
and even young adult wanted a flock of repand I just never fit- lications, then that is
ted into the mold. I what we would all be.
will admit to, and But we are not.
even own, my rebellious nature, my in- Now my reflections
cessant need to ask were focusing more
why and my stubborn on what I was doing
nature which were all and not what I was
seen as issues by the not doing. I did bechurch.
lieve in some higher
The older I got, the
more clearly I understood that these were
a part of who I am
and not parts that I
was willing to give up
to conform to some-

being and in heaven.
I pictured each of my
loved ones in that setting. They were no
longer in pain or ill.
They were happy,
healthy and whole

again. I can’t think so I felt we could be
of any other term for kindred spirits in a
what I pictured, other way.
than heaven.
She told me that she
So as it turned out, I knew exactly where
did believe, just in my my Dad was, and it
own way. For many was heaven for sure.
years, I kept this rev- She knew this beelation to myself, be- cause she has a percause a small part of sonal
relationship
me still thought that I with the man upmight be doing things stairs.
all wrong. And that
in the end, I would I must have been
not be going where I very quiet at that point
thought I was.
because she paused
a moment, and then
After
my
father went on to tell me that
passed, I had a long she didn’t need any
talk with my aunt. She intermediary and neiis an amazing lady, ther did I.
who can be quite the
fireball. But she has a A church was fine
heart of gold, and she for some people but
always call it like she others could choose
sees it. Rosemary was to speak
directly,
never one to be the and the man upstairs
pushy religious type, would still hear us.
and I never recall I felt such relief havhearing of her attend- ing someone whom I
ing church regularly, respected and loved

so much, finally affirming that I did have
faith. And that I was
doing it right, or at
least right for me.
Article continued on
page...24.
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Learn To Play Banjo
The EASY Way!

By Geoffrey White

Here Is Your First Free Lesson, Enjoy

Phone Geoffrey For Lessons In Sydney On: 0434 544 181
Or Go To: https://www.dreamtreebanjos.com/
Learn the NEW
STYLE of easy-tolearn banjo...”PickHammer”.
PickHammer
was
developed
many
years ago out of the
frustration in learning other banjo
styles.

results to prove it.

Banjo is NOT an
easy instrument to
learn,
especially
picking styles. It
takes hours of concentrated
practice
and only the ones
who REALLY want
to learn and play
make it to proficiency.

Karen says” “As a
woman of plus 50
years with no musical ability other than
a long held passion
to play banjo, it was
extremely difficult
for me to find a
teacher.

Success Stories
Micky says: “What
took me 4 years with
another teacher I
learned in 4 weeks
with Geoffrey! Highly recommended.”

My guardian angel
was guiding me the
day I stumbled on
Geoffrey White on
the internet. Geoffrey is an amazingly
patient and supportive teacher.

for beginners because, while learning all the necessary
basic skills, you are
actually learning to
play a tune and produce the wonderful
banjo sounds which
originally sparked
our passion for this
beautiful
instrument...
Geoffrey is helping me to realise my
dream and I highly
recommend him as a
teacher to banjo lovers wanting to learn
or improve their
skills”.

tise, I learned roll
patterns, finger technique and by the end
of our block of lessons, a whole tune!
Couldn’t have done it
without his patience
and banjo wisdom.
Thank you!”
Click on the above
FREE
15-minute
LESSON and experience “Pick-Hammer” and have Geoffrey show you how
easy it is to learn the
banjo...call him for
face to face lessons
on 0434 544 181 or
go to his website at

Pete writes: “I start- www.dreamtreebanjos.
ed my lessons with com
Geoffrey not know- Cheers, Geoffrey
ing very much about
the banjo I received
as a gift for Christmas.

But imagine a twofinger style that is
easy to learn and
gets you playing
right away? Geoffrey developed this
style and has taught
students for close to His method is ideal Through Geoffrey’s
a decade and has the
patience and exper-
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Meet The Zimmers. The Oldest
Rock Band In The World And
The Many Health Benefits Of
Singing
By Kevin Sinclair

Whether or not you
consider yourself a
good singer, and let’s
face it, most of us
do, we all really love
a good sing-a-long.
It is an accepted and
fun part of life and a
great way of communicating.
The best bit is that
your voice doesn’t
have to be fantastic to
begin with and everyone is capable of being taught to produce
a joyful noise. Singing is healthy and
provides many pluses
to the mind and body,
so whether you sing
in the car or the shower, at a karaoke night
down the pub or in a
church choir, let it all
out, have a good sing
and enjoy yourself.
When singing we
can show deep feelings and this has an
amazing release on
stress levels. It makes
us relax and takes
our minds off whatever may be putting
a downer on our spirits. In general, a session of singing makes

us feel much
better.
The
medical
profession strongly
believes that
singing is a
good form of
aerobic exercise for the
abdominal
muscles, the lungs
and the circulation of
blood.
Singing both with
and without music is
used by way of therapy for treating people who are suffering
many kinds of physical, psychological or
emotional
illnesses
or traumas and is a
regular
component
of treating those who
have had strokes resulting in speech impairment. Singing is a
great aid to communication, breathing and
rhythm.
Especially within the
United Kingdom, it is
becoming more and
more popular for elderly folk to take part
in community groups

where choirs are part
of
the agenda and
they will find themselves singing anything from hymns to
modern songs. Getting together for a
good sing song does
them the world of
good.

Originally created as
part of the BBC Television documentary
about how the elderly are treated within
the UK. the results
of the program have
brought a whole
new meaning to the
word retirement for
the members of this
Take for example, The group.
Zimmers, the British
rock group which is For several pensionmade up of forty old ers, these types of
aged pensioners. They singing groups are a
have just released a lifeline and they recover version of the ally look forward to
famous chart topping meeting up with their
song, My Generation friends.
originally performed
by the Who, and have Many have no famifast become a world lies or maybe their
wide hit, their popu- children and grandlarity spreading to the children have moved
US and even further.
away so forging this
type of friendship with
others of a similar age

provides them with of good health, heala sense of belonging ing and happiness!
and can only improve
their health.
Kevin Sinclair is the
publisher and editor of
They will join in to- MusicianHome.com
gether singing well [http://www.musicianhome.
known songs from com], a site that protheir early lives which vides information and
may well stir up hap- articles for musicians
py memories of youth at all stages of their
and special times past, development.
making them feel so
much better in them- Article
Source:
selves.
http://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Kevin_
According to stud- Sinclair/24010
ies carried out in
America, breathing,
stance, voice and life Article
Source:
expectancy have been http://EzineArticles.
shown to improve by com/1008565
singing.
So, no matter what
your age, get singing
to your hearts content
and reap the benefits
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Ten Hot Tips On How To Decorate The
Best Christmas Tree This Side Of The
Yarra River
By Cath White

Christmas
warning alert: when kids
are helping, sometimes accidents happen but whatever you
do, don’t get angry!
In fact, this year my
grandchild dropped
a nutcracker soldier
and its head fell off,
and she looked at me
devastated. It was a
simple accident. Simply grab some glue
and fix it and then it
can go right back up
on the tree! Keep the
experience fun for the
children.
Alert for glass baubles: I always try to
put any glass baubles
right up the top of
the tree if you have
small children, as if
they grab the baubles
off the tree and the
baubles fall, they will
shatter and may hurt
the child. If the glass
baubles and glass decorations are more to
the higher section of
the tree, the smaller
kids can’t reach them. as well if you wish. flicking on and off or
on solidly}, indoor or
And please don’t for- There are some bau- outdoor lights, and the
get the Christmas tree bles where you add number of light buds
topper, such as a star the names of your
or angel with tends to family so don’t forget 4) tinsel, garlands or
complete the decora- to add any new addi- beads (or leave this
tions. This last action tions to the bauble if step out completely)
is sometimes done by a new member of the
one agreed upon per- family has been born 5) colour of the decoson as a traditional ac- throughout the year!
rations and baubles
tion for the family. Let
and keep the really
this be the last action So to wrap up…
amazing looking ones
of the decorations.
1) choose the overall at the front of the tree
colour theme for each in plain sight
And then the whole tree
family can sit back
6) a topper such as a
and enjoy their crea- 2) fluff out each of the star or an angel for the
tivity. It is certainly branches if the tree is top of the tree
worth it and can be artificial
made
into a very
7) enjoy the tree by
happy tradition for 3) lights: think about having a celebrathe family and friends colour, settings {lights tion such as treats or

Christmas
biscuits
and drinks and lastly,
enjoy the Christmas
trees right through the
Christmas and new
year season.

about them. Also, I respondence to
would love to see your cath@thegoodnewsChristmas trees if you np.com.au
can take a moment to
send me a picture of
them.

Make this an enjoyable family tradition
with perhaps some
Christmas
biscuits
and hot/iced chocolate as a reward for the
best Christmas tree
for your family to enjoy all throughout the
season.

And don’t forget that
on Christmas Eve
Santa comes around
and places all the presents under the Christmas tree so your tree
has to be special for
Santa too.

Merry Christmas and
have a safe and happy
If you have some New Year for 2019.
other traditions or ideas that you would love Cath and Derek White
to send in to me,
I would love to hear Please send your cor-
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It’s Just
$25 To Help
Restore
Someone’s
Sight

https://www.hollows.org/au/donate
Thol was living with
her four children,
Chang, 18, Jay, 13,
Thas, 8, and baby
Cheet. When she was
pregnant with Cheet,
she developed cataract blindness in both
eyes. If that wasn’t
bad enough, her husband abandoned her –
he didn’t want a wife
who was blind.

to school and spent
their days fishing or
collecting and selling
bags of rubbish for
a meagre sum. Thol
would stay at home,
isolated. Unable to
keep an eye on her
baby, she’d constantly
reach
for Cheet,
afraid that he would
crawl off the platform
and hurt himself.

With four children to
support, Thol found
herself alone and reliant on her children
for her food and care.
She couldn’t work or
move around freely so she spent her
days isolated in their
makeshift home – a
tiny bamboo structure
balanced on a wooden
platform to keep the
floodwater at bay.

These brave children
faced a painful reality
every single day. With
their mother unable
to make a living, they
needed to do whatever
they could to avoid
starvation.

There was barely
any shelter: when it
rained, the family
huddled under a rickety tin roof and a torn
plastic sheet.
How could things
have gotten so bad?
Before her operation,
Thol and her four
children were facing
tough circumstances.
Her
three
eldest
children couldn’t go

Life is cruel for many
children, but the
shocking part of this
situation is how easily

it could be changed.
Our supporters helped
turn
Thol’s life
around. See how by
reading on...

Luckily, Dr Sarath
was able to travel to
Thol’s town. He’s a
young
Cambodian
surgeon who was
trained in cataract
Thol lived a mere 10 surgery with the
minutes away from support of The Fred
the nearest hospital - Hollows Foundation.
but there was no eye
surgeon.
Now he spends his
time restoring sight
The
history
of to as many fellow
Cambodia
means Cambodians as he
that today, there is a can. He wants to do
severe lack of eye- even more because
care services. In a he knows there are
country of 15 million so many people like
people, there are only Thol – and for every
34 eye surgeons. For person like Thol, there
people like Thol, who are those who depend
live in rural areas and on them.
who can barely afford
the food they eat, They got their mother
travelling to seek help back.
is nearly impossible.
Surgical procedures
can take a bit of

time to truly show
results – but with
cataract surgery, the
results are almost
immediate. Thol had
spent years in misery
and her children
bore the brunt of her
blindness. But with a
15 minute operation,
their situation was
reversed.

saw the condition
of her home and
surrounds. It shocked
her. This wasn’t the
life she wanted for
her children.
These days, she’s
selling vegetables and
her older children are
going to school. Jay,
Thas and Chang don’t
have to fight for their
survival. They can be
kids again. They’re
being looked after
and baby Cheet is
now playing happily
under his mother’s
watchful
eye.

Even
before
her
eye patches
were
removed, Thol knew
that her life had
changed. As Dr Sarath
removed
Thol’s
patches, her children
waited in tense hope.
Would they get their Please see page 23 to
see Thol getting her
mother back?
eyesight back.
They had their answer
when Thol opened her
eyes. She took baby
Cheet’s face in her
hands and saw him for
the first time. “He’s
fat!” she exclaimed.
I’m so happy with my
successful surgery...
on New Year, I am
dancing!
- Thol, recipient of
cataract surgery
When Thol could see
again, the smiling
faces of her beautiful
children beamed back
at her. But she also
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.
Nick, Chris and all
the fantasic staff
at Burwood Back
Pain have been my
saving grace and
guardian
angel’s
for many years.
Years ago after a
very serious lower
back collapse when
I was bent over and
doubled up in serious

pain, Nick, Chris and
all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
life in a wheelchair.
Since then they have
rescued me from
quite a number of
serious spinal and
neck problems. I cannot recommend them
all highly enough.
Derek White.

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your LIFE and
other people’s lives better.

“Christmas Comes But Once A Year. If Your
Belly Is Already Full And You Have A Home,
Reach Out And Given Someone A Better
Christmas Than They Are Currently Going
To Have. It’s Not Too Late. Do It Now”.
Derek White © December 2018.

https://www.hollows.org/au/donate
It’s Just $25 To Help
Restore Someone’s
Sight.
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I Once Was Lost But Now
Am Found…T’was Blind
But Now I See…
By Kathy Koewler

Article
continued showed me that I should
from page...14.
trust my feelings and
my own beliefs.
Many years later another very special And that my feelings
person shared her are right, because they
thoughts with me and work for me. And in
helped me define what their honor, I share my
I have, even more story to offer hope, reclearly.
lief, and understanding
to others out there who
Janet said that in her might be wondering if
heart she felt that reli- they have made a big
gion was more orient- mistake.
ed to a church or formal relationship with My advice is simple…
a higher power, while it is never a mistake to
spirituality was a more follow your heart.
individual relationship.
You were created to be
That
thought
just a completely unique
seemed to resonate individual, and that is
within my heart and what makes you spesoul. And between cial and irreplaceable.
these two ladies, I have
found the comfort and Follow your heart,
security of knowing use your gifts and find
where I will be when I peace in knowing that
find the end of my jour- they will take you
ney here on earth.
where you are meant
to go. You are never
I believe that for me, alone, you have not
my faith is a very per- been forgotten and your
sonal thing. It is a rela- thoughts and prayers
tionship with a higher will be heard.
being that is mine, and
mine alone. Because
that is what works for
me.

Follow your heart, use your gifts and find peace in
knowing that they will take you where you are
meant to go. You are never alone, you have not been
forgotten and your thoughts and prayers will be
heard. Kathy Koewler

To visit our website please click on this picture

I have no right to judge
anyone else’s relationship, faith, beliefs or
spirituality, just as I
have no right to judge
any of their other feelings or beliefs.
For that reason, I very,
very rarely will speak
of God or how any
person should find or
relate to God or religion. But every once
in a while, I remember
how two special people
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Why Suffer? Be Happy Again

Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action
How Tuned Up Is Your Mind? Here Is This Week’s 211th Edition Crossword.

Last Week’s 210th
Edition Solution.

Across
1 indefinite article
(2)

1

2 hollow area
found in the side
of a mountain
(4)

2
3
4

4 climb (5)

5

5 top (3)
7 next day (8)

7

9 something
previously
indicated (2)

6

8
9

10 something made
up from
imagination (47)

10

12 angry (3)

14

11
12

13

15

14 wiping-out (7)

16

15 repaired (6)

17

16 upon (2)
17 not me but ... (3)

18

18 edges of a room
(pl) (5)
Down
1 area where kids
play with
obstacles (9,10)

17 an affirmative
answer (3)

3 slide down a
moutin with long
snow shoes (3)
4 something
created by a
peron (3-4)
6 constable (male)
(9)
7 toward (2)
8 cleans (5)
10 only a little (4)
11 exist (2)
13 colour something
(3)
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

Sudoku

Medium 211th

Easy 211th

Hard 211th

Ph: 0423 470 701

Last Week’s

Easy

Sudoku Solutions 210th Edition
Medium

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

Hard
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Crosswords + Puzzles
210th Edition Word Search Solution
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Crosswords + Puzzles
Word Search 211th Edition:
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Dear Readers, Please Get Behind A Great
Youth Radio Station In Perth Western
Australia That’s Making A Difference

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Classified Advertising 02 9837
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443

Whole Page Advertising
With Full Colour: $200
+ gst Per Week ($220.00)

Half Page
Advertising
With Full
Colour $100
+ gst Per Week
($110)

Quarter Page
Advertising With
Full Colour $50.00
+ gst Per Week
($55.00)
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